The 1st International Conference on Interdisciplinary Studies for Cultural Heritage (ISCH), joint organized by Pasundan University Indonesia (UNPAS) and University of Northern Philippines (UNP), ISCH will be held on May 12th to May 13th, 2015 in The Auditorium of Manggala Saba R. Otto Iskandar Di Nata, Campus of UNPAS, at Setia Budi Str 193, Bandung, West Java, INDONESIA.

This is the specific conference on cultural heritage which is perceived from interdisciplinary studies and will be an annually event thematic areas as follows:

1. Humanity: Hospitality and Tourism, Law, Social, Education, Women Studies
2. Governance: Public Administration, Business Administration, Management, Local governance, Urban and City Planning, Environment
3. Heritage Conservation: Culture and Art, Architecture, Anthropology, History, Food and Culinary Art

General objective of this conference is to develop international cooperation on the conservation of the cultural heritage with specific objectives are;

1. To establish an inter-university forum on the conservations of cultural heritage.
2. To disseminate research findings and reviews of the literature on cultural heritage based on interdisciplinary approaches.
3. To define international concepts of conservation of cultural heritage.
4. To establish collaboration and sustainable heritage among heritage cities in the world.

The organizing committee is gearing up for an exciting and informative conference program including plenary lectures, presentations, a variety of topics and city tour programs for over 150 participants from around the world. All paper submitted in the conference undergo a rigorous peer review process. Only excellent papers that will pass the review process will be accepted and published in proc of ISCH. The 20 best paper will be published in “Cultural Heritage” an International Journal.

Important dates are as follows:

1. Deadline for submission paper abstract and CV (February, 15th, 2015)
3. Final acceptance of full paper (April, 15th, 2015)

Registration fee:

- 250 USD for Indonesian presenter and participant.
- 300 USD for International presenter and participant.

It is a great pleasure to invite you to join us at the ISCH 2015, where you will be sure to have a meaningful experience with researchers, academicians and local government from around the world. For further information, please contact Ms. Erlin at mob phone +62 81 2267 4965.

Dr. Yuce Sariningsih, M.Si,
Chief of Organizing Committee

Register Now

Create an account and log in the system. You can submit your research paper, as an author, you can submit an abstract for a paper you intend to submit, using the abstract submission interface.